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This year, Maine will “export” about $720,000,000 because Maine homes use about 300 million gallons per year of heating oil and 78% of every dollar spent on heating oil leaves the Maine economy.

If that money were to stay in the Maine economy it would produce about 41,000 new jobs that do not currently exist.

With an enlightened energy policy focused on how we heat our homes and businesses, we could stop exporting hundreds of millions of dollars per year and thereby put tens of thousands of Mainers back to work. The economic impacts are not confined to Maine. Other states in the region are exposed to significant risk because they share with Maine a unique and disproportionate reliance on heating oil.
Introduction

The future prosperity of Maine and its neighbor states is the subject of this paper. There are many components to building a prosperous future for our region. But, as this paper will show, if one very large issue is not solved soon, all strategies for growth will falter.

That issue is our unique and overwhelming dependence on home heating oil for heat. It may sound like a trivial issue compared with many of the other pressing concerns; not the least of which are the budget issues that the northeastern states face. But after reading this paper and seeing how our dependence on heating oil drains money and jobs and tax revenues from Maine and its sister states, it will become clear that this one issue is a constant and growing cancer on our economy. As this paper will show, our dependence on heating oil has already eroded our economy; and that dependence has the potential to destroy our foundations for growth and prosperity as we export more and more of our disposable income to places that are far away.

Those sentences may sound overly alarmist. But after reading this paper, the reader will understand the depth and the degree to which this problem can affect all sectors of our economy and therefore our social wellbeing.

This paper has four main sections.

The first section shows the degree to which Maine and the nearby states are dependent on heating oil. It also shows the magnitude of the cost to our region in both lost income and foregone jobs. The first section also discusses how our dependence makes us directly reliant on OPEC for our economic stability.

The second section is a discussion of future oil prices. Although no one can be certain of precisely what future prices will do, that section shows why the risk is strongly on the side of increasing cost.

The third section shows the effects of higher heating oil prices on Maine and the region. If heating oil prices rise, there is an increased loss of income and jobs. There will also be a significant deterioration in the health of the state’s balance sheet as job destruction takes away tax revenue while at the same time placing a greater burden on social services.

The final section discusses a way to change the future. Maine and the other nearby states have the resources and the infrastructure to convert most homes from heating oil to clean renewable fuel from our forests. This is not a pipe dream. Many European countries have already achieved significant conversions guided by enlightened policy that recognized that addiction to heating oil, which is business as usual in Maine and its neighboring states, was an economic vulnerability that had to be fixed. The final section also discusses how the conversion of Maine’s homes can sustain and even grow the traditional forest products sector.

The Dependence of Maine and the Region on Heating Oil

It is a well-known fact that Maine is heavily dependent on #2 heating oil. Recent data from the US Census shows that 75.61% of Maine’s homes use #2 heating oil. This remains by far the highest proportion of heating oil dependency of any state. The table below shows this fact and also shows that Maine has very limited access to natural gas (3.68% of homes). The data also shows that whereas solar thermal systems have a place in solving
Maine’s home heating needs, they make up a very small proportion of Maine’s home heating solutions (0.04% or 236 homes out of 542,617).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How Homes are Heated</th>
<th>Maine</th>
<th>New Hampshire</th>
<th>Vermont</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Households</td>
<td>Households</td>
<td>Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>542,617</td>
<td>502,201</td>
<td>250,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility natural gas</td>
<td>19,957</td>
<td>98,276</td>
<td>35,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottled, tank, or LP gas</td>
<td>33,948</td>
<td>63,624</td>
<td>37,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>25,474</td>
<td>37,807</td>
<td>10,321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel oil, kerosene, etc.</td>
<td>410,296</td>
<td>269,329</td>
<td>134,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal or coke</td>
<td>1,074</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>47,475</td>
<td>26,098</td>
<td>29,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar energy</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other fuel</td>
<td>3,129</td>
<td>4,039</td>
<td>1,744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No fuel used</td>
<td>1,028</td>
<td>2,194</td>
<td>1,024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2005-2009 American Community Survey

Because of these states’ heavy reliance on heating oil, these states are the most petroleum dependent states in the United States (with the exception of Hawaii). The chart below illustrates this fact.

Petroleum Dependency*

*proportion of states' total energy use

source: EIA, Energy Consumption by Source and End Use Sector, Table S1, 2008, Analysis by FutureMetrics

Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont’s dependency on heating oil creates a direct connection to dependency on foreign crude oil. The chart below illustrates that most of the region’s heating oil is refined in the Gulf States.
Only about 21% of the crude oil refined in the Gulf Coast area is from domestic offshore production in the Gulf of Mexico (48 million barrels per month of a total of 228 million barrels per month entering Gulf coast refineries). The rest is imported. About 60% of the imports are from OPEC nations, about 19% are from Mexico, and the rest of the imports are from a variety of nations in South America, Europe, Africa, and also Canada. The chart below shows where the OPEC oil that is refined into the heating oil that is used in Maine and the other states in the northeast region comes from.

---

1 EIA, Special Report, Gulf of Mexico Fact Sheet, June 15, 2010.
Maine and its neighboring states, being the most dependent on heating oil, are also the most vulnerable states to any disturbance in the flow of oil from OPEC.

Already, Maine “exports” about $720,000,000 per year because Maine homes use about 300 million gallons per year of heating oil and 78% of every dollar spent on heating oil leaves the Maine economy2. If that money were to stay in the Maine economy it would produce about 41,000 new jobs that do not currently exist3. Maine’s labor force is 691,000 with 50,800 unemployed and an unemployment rate of 7.3%4. Keeping that money in the state would have a dramatic impact on state employment and on improving the state’s tax base.

Because of this heating oil “tax”, it is important to consider where heating oil prices will be in 3 to 5 years so that Maine and its neighboring states can plan to mitigate the current and potential negative economic impacts that accrue from this addiction to heating oil.

**What will Heating Oil Prices do?**

Forecasting energy prices with any precision is impossible. However, trends in price movements over time can be estimated.

Heating oil is distilled from crude oil and therefore crude prices, along with domestic demand characteristics for distillate fuels (which include heating oil, diesel fuel, and jet fuel), strongly effect heating oil prices.

Crude oil prices are strongly influenced by global demand. Global demand is strongly influenced by the rate of economic growth. Crude’s dollar price is also influenced by the dollar’s value in global foreign exchange markets. If the dollar weakens, the dollar price of crude oil rises. FutureMetrics has developed an index that captures economic growth expectations (via global equity prices) and exchange rate influences (see the chart below).

---

2 EIA, Home Heating Oil Report, 2010, shows that 78% of every dollar spent on heating oil leaves the region. 62% pays for the crude oil and 16% pays for refining mostly in the Gulf Coast states.

3 Based on an average annual pay and benefits of $37,000 and multiplier effects estimated by FutureMetrics. Job multipliers are based on detailed multiplier tables, by state, from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, The Jobs and Economic Development Impact (JEDI) Model, revised in 2009. The multipliers’ aggregate increase in final demand is also modified by an assumed 35% tax rate. The median income of $37,000 is from the US Census, 2008. The 35% tax rate is an assumption that includes all taxes that reduce consumption (including but not limited to real estate, sales, income, and excise taxes). **This job number does not include any new jobs created by the production of regionally produced fuel such as wood pellets.**

This relationship between economic growth and oil prices can be used to estimate future price trends. Based on expected growth rates for global gross economic product, FutureMetrics has estimated the expected crude oil price from 1999 to 2015. The chart below shows this estimation.

This analysis is strongly influenced by the expected growth of China and India’s demand for transportation liquid fuels refined from crude oil, and the developing world’s growing demand for energy in general. The chart below illustrates the expected growth in world energy demand.
Another price risk is due to the essentially identical characteristics of low sulfur diesel fuel and heating oil. 

#2 heating oil production and diesel fuel production come from the same fraction in the crude oil cracking process. The quantities of heating oil, diesel fuel, jet fuel (kerosene), and gasoline made from a barrel of crude are determined by the refiner responding to market pressures. As the US economy rebounds from the recession, demand for transportation fuels (gasoline, jet fuel and diesel fuel) will increase as the chart below suggests is occurring. This will also put upward pressure on heating oil prices.\(^5\)

---

\(^5\) Heating oil production as a proportion of all distillate fuels has remained relatively stable between 3% and 5% (EIA, Refiners Sales Volumes to End Users, June, 2010).
Heating oil may be currently underpriced. Heating oil and diesel fuel have historically followed very similar price pattern. As the 10 year history in the chart below shows, based on diesel fuel, heating oil prices are about $0.40 below diesel.

This potential underpricing of heating oil is also supported by the historical relationship between crude oil prices and heating oil prices as the chart below illustrates.
Heating oil prices may fluctuate over time but the trend will be for increasing prices. The expected price of crude suggests that Maine could see $4.50/gallon heating oil over the winter of 2012-13. Maine and the other states that are very dependent on heating oil, unless changes are made in how homes are heated, will see the “oil tax” rob the region of more and more jobs as more and more our disposable income gets allocated into supporting distant economies including the OPEC countries.

What is the Effect of Higher Heating Oil Prices on Maine and the Region?

As a starting point, we repeat the fact mentioned earlier in this paper. Maine “exports” about $720,000,000 per year because Maine homes use about 300 million gallons per year of heating oil and 78% of every dollar spent on heating oil leaves the Maine economy. If that money were to stay in the Maine economy it would produce about 41,000 new jobs that do not currently exist.

So we begin with a 41,000 job deficit due to our dollars leaving the state. What would happen if heating oil reaches prices seen in 2008 (about $4.50/gallon)? The previous section’s forecasts for crude oil prices suggest that Maine could again see those prices in the winter of 2012-2013. A $1.50 per gallon increase in heating oil prices from today’s $3.00 per gallon price may seem small, but that increase adds another $358,000,000 to Maine’s “oil tax”. That loss of disposable income will destroy another 20,700 jobs and would raise the current unemployment rate of 7.29% to 10.26%.

The table below shows the impact of a $1.50/gallon increase on Maine, Vermont, and New Hampshire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Heating Oil use by Households</th>
<th>Average Gallons per Year</th>
<th>Money Exported from Regional Economy Every Year at $3.00/gal</th>
<th>Money Exported from Regional Economy Every Year at $4.50/gal</th>
<th>Annual Increased Loss of Money if Heating Oil goes to $4.50/gal</th>
<th>Permanent Change in Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>305,797,000</td>
<td>$715,564,980</td>
<td>$1,073,347,470</td>
<td>($357,782,490)</td>
<td>-20,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>91,304,000</td>
<td>$213,651,360</td>
<td>$320,477,040</td>
<td>($106,825,680)</td>
<td>-6,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>171,739,000</td>
<td>$401,869,260</td>
<td>$602,803,890</td>
<td>($200,934,630)</td>
<td>-10,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>568,840,000</td>
<td>$1,331,085,600</td>
<td>$1,996,628,400</td>
<td>($665,542,800)</td>
<td>-37,648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jobs and the businesses will suffer; but so will the governments of these states. The loss of more than 20,000 jobs in Maine will lower tax revenues. The state of Maine averages about $5,200 in total tax income per employed resident. The loss of 20,700 jobs would lower tax revenues and, using that aggregate revenue per employed resident value, that loss would reduce state tax revenue by almost $106 million annually. That would be a 3.21% drop in annual tax revenues. At the same time, the demand for services would increase as the increase in heating oil costs disproportionately burdens the poor.

The charts below show the impact of $4.50/gallon heating oil on the poorest to the wealthiest Maine households.

---

6 Employment data if from the Maine Department of Labor, November 2010. The increase in the unemployment rate assumes that the civilian labor force remains at the November 2010 level of 696,360. Maine’s labor force has been falling slightly since 2007 (2008 average was 705,258, 2009 average was 704,134, and the 2010 average through November was 699,596.

7 Maine Department of Labor and the Maine Budget Office (2010 budgeted tax revenues).
The top chart shows Maine’s income distribution divided into 10 cohorts (deciles). The middle chart shows that the poorest 8.1% of Mainers, or 44,318 households, would spend about 52% of their gross annual income just on heating oil. The next poorest decile would spend about 27% of their income on heating oil. The bottom chart shows the cumulative burden that heating oil would have. For example, the average amount spent on heating oil for 57% of Maine’s households would be 13.2% of their income.

The lower income households in Maine will literally be facing the choice in winter of being cold or being hungry.
The net effect on the state’s fiscal position will be dire as the loss of tax revenues is compounded with the increase in the demand for social services.

But the net effect for the people and the businesses of Maine (and the regional states) is more direct. As each household’s disposable income shrinks because more is spent on heating oil, the result is that more money is not spent in local businesses. The multiplier effects will spread the pain across all business sectors but will be most acute for very small local businesses. The loss of 20,700 jobs will come at the cost of many small businesses; many of which will close.

**Is there a Policy to Help Maine and the Region Transition off of Heating Oil?**

The problem for Maine and the regional states is clear: heating homes and businesses with heating oil creates not only a dependency on foreign oil, but also causes hundreds of millions of dollars per year to drain from the economy.

Another heating solution has to be implemented and it needs to happen soon before tens of thousands more jobs in Maine are destroyed by the “oil tax”.

There has been a lot of attention paid to developing sources of renewable and locally produced electricity. The potential for wind power generation from offshore sites in Maine may someday make Maine, as some have said, the “Saudi Arabia” of wind power. Notwithstanding the cost of that electricity, heating homes and businesses will not be achieved with new sources of electricity. Geothermal heat pump systems are very costly due to the cost of the wells necessary for heat transfer; but they can be solution for some proportion of the homes in Maine. However, geothermal heat pumps, which rely on electricity generated from fossil fuel combustion, cannot recover the lost energy from power plants that run, at best, at 55% efficiency. A power plant that is 55% efficient still loses 45% of the energy in the fuel in the combustion and steam cycle. The illustration below shows the net energy for a typical utility generation portfolio and a very efficient heat pump. Those losses are permanent.

---

8 It takes about a kilowatt-hour (kWh) to make 3400 BTU with resistance heating. If power is $0.16/kWh, it costs $47.06 per million BTU. Currently heating oil prices are about $25.00 per million BTU assuming 85% efficiency with the boiler. In other words, heating with electricity with baseboards or an electric furnace is almost twice as costly as heating with heating oil. Heating with wood pellets at the current delivered price, assuming 85% efficiency, is about $14.00 per million BTU.

9 Based on a gas turbine combined cycle facility. More tradition power plant boilers are at best 40% efficient.
Solar thermal systems which capture solar energy and directly heat water should complement every home’s heating system. They are relatively low cost and can offset some of the BTU’s needed from heating and domestic hot water. But they cannot provide nearly enough energy to heat a typical Maine home in a typical Maine winter.

As was shown earlier in this paper, only 3.68% of homes in Maine have natural gas. Access to natural gas infrastructure for home heating in the largely rural areas of Maine is very limited. Natural gas will not solve this problem.

There is a solution to the problem that can not only lower heating costs dramatically but can also eliminate our dependence on heating oil; and that solution can also keep the money spent on fuel in the local economy and stop our exporting hundreds of millions of dollars and destroying tens of thousands of jobs. The solution is to use fuel from our own forests and from dedicated energy crops grown on fallow land.

Maine could be characterized as the “Saudi Arabia” of sustainable biomass. Maine is the most forested state in the United States and Maine sustainably harvests more than 16 million tons per year of wood from our forests. New Hampshire and Vermont have less forested land but Vermont has enough non-cultivated cropland that is idle from the decline of the dairy farm sector to grow more than 1.5 million tons per year of woody biomass from dedicated fuel crops.

Using wood for fuel is not a revolutionary idea but it is traditionally considered labor intensive and polluting. Using the raw material (cordwood) for fuel is labor intensive and generally is polluting. However, using that raw material to make a refined fuel product to be used in a modern boiler can yield heat without labor by the end user and without pollution.

---


11 While an important share of the non-cultivated cropland produces hay that is important to livestock agriculture, and some of the pasture supports pasture-based beef and dairy production, as well as the equine industry, a significant part of both these land categories is used only lightly, frequently only mowed every year or two to keep it open. Assuming that 25% the non-cultivated cropland and pasture is converted to energy crops, and assuming that the average yield per acre is 4 dry tons per year, the table below shows the potential for additional feedstock (assuming 50% moisture to convert from green to dry tons).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(acres)</th>
<th>cultivated cropland</th>
<th>non-cultivated</th>
<th>pasture</th>
<th>Acres for Dedicated Energy Crops</th>
<th>Annual &quot;Green&quot; Tons Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>123,700</td>
<td>260,800</td>
<td>37,400</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>18,800</td>
<td>105,800</td>
<td>89,300</td>
<td>49,000</td>
<td>392,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>143,300</td>
<td>443,200</td>
<td>314,400</td>
<td>189,000</td>
<td>1,512,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>285,800</td>
<td>809,800</td>
<td>441,100</td>
<td>313,000</td>
<td>2,504,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assumptions:</td>
<td>non-cultivated and pasture land use</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>4 dry tons per year per acre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data is from the National Resources Inventory, managed by USDA’s Natural Resource Conservation Service. Data is derived from a statistical sample of plots of land, based on observation of land cover from satellite and ground data.
In Europe, using wood for energy is a mature and well established market. The table below shows that energy from wood makes up more than half of all of the energy from renewables in Europe. Although wind and solar get most of the attention, the “workhorse” of renewable energy is wood fuel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydro (excl. pumping)</td>
<td>30,813</td>
<td>25,551</td>
<td>24,932</td>
<td>26,135</td>
<td>24,284</td>
<td>24,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>2,320</td>
<td>3,071</td>
<td>3,815</td>
<td>5,057</td>
<td>6,060</td>
<td>7,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>3,616</td>
<td>3,946</td>
<td>5,287</td>
<td>5,384</td>
<td>5,280</td>
<td>5,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biomass (wood)</strong></td>
<td><strong>49,081</strong></td>
<td><strong>49,837</strong></td>
<td><strong>54,638</strong></td>
<td><strong>57,588</strong></td>
<td><strong>58,922</strong></td>
<td><strong>61,905</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Solid Waste</td>
<td>7,947</td>
<td>8,120</td>
<td>8,588</td>
<td>8,964</td>
<td>9,856</td>
<td>10,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogas</td>
<td>2,670</td>
<td>3,292</td>
<td>3,274</td>
<td>3,747</td>
<td>4,267</td>
<td>4,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>96,730</strong></td>
<td><strong>94,349</strong></td>
<td><strong>101,128</strong></td>
<td><strong>107,550</strong></td>
<td><strong>109,478</strong></td>
<td><strong>115,184</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The woody biomass is used in Europe in a variety of applications from wood chips in large combined heat and power plants to using wood pellets in residential boilers.

It is the residential wood pellet fueled boiler experience in Europe that can guide Maine and its sister states away from their dependence on heating oil. Pellet fueled boilers are different than pellet stoves. They are fully automatic (fuel and ash handling) and comparable to any modern home heating system for emissions. Whereas most homes in the U.S. that use pellets have stoves, most homes in Europe that use pellets have boilers.

For example, Austria has about 9.4 million acres of forest land (compared to Maine’s 17.7 million acres\(^{12}\)) and Austrian pellet production capacity exceeds 1.1 million tons per\(^{13}\). At the end of 2009, Austria had almost 71,000 residential pellet boilers (that is the equivalent of about 17.4% of Maine homes that use heating oil).

Germany has an even larger installed base of pellet boilers.


\(^{13}\) ProPellets Austria, “Wood Use for Energy”, April, 2010.
The combined number of modern and efficient pellet boilers in Austria and Germany if installed in Maine would replace about half of the heating oil boilers in Maine.

Can Maine and the region produce enough wood pellets to convert a significant number of its homes from heating oil boilers to European style pellet boilers14?

The Biomass Thermal Energy Council says yes using a very conservative analysis in determining the quantity of woody biomass that is available15.

Their analysis assumes that the pulp and paper sector will remain as active in Maine over the next 15 years as it is today. This assumption may prove to be incorrect as “readily available and relatively inexpensive supply in South America, Africa and Eastern Europe has positioned these regions as the new leaders in wood pulp supply, with China experiencing astonishing demand growth for paper and pulp alike”.16

The forest products sector has been the mainstay of the Maine manufacturing sector for more than a century and no one in Maine or the region wishes to see the logging, trucking, and processing supply chain disappear. But the global paper demand on a per capita basis in the developed world is likely to decline in coming years and, with the proliferation of ebooks and tablets combined with new generations of people that prefer looking at a screen to looking at a sheet of paper, the industry is likely to become more challenged in the coming years.

The two charts on the next page show trends that will continue to challenge Maine’s traditional forest products value chain.

---

14 Although the boilers are referred to as “European style”, some are fabricated in Maine. Maine Energy Systems, under license from Okofen of Austria, is building systems in Maine.
Maine is well positioned with certain specialty papers, but even in Maine demand for pulpwood has declined as the next chart shows.
Exports have helped to sustain activity in Maine’s forest products sector but many of the trends are not encouraging and export volumes are vulnerable to changes in the terms of trade (exchange rate differentials\(^\text{17}\)) and rapidly rising non-domestic capacity in the pulp and paper sector\(^\text{18}\).

The forest products sector can remain the mainstay of Maine’s manufacturing sector if value added refined fuel gradually replaces some or perhaps eventually all of the pulp production.

The value added (and the jobs and income) from making wood pellet fuel is not just in the production of the pellets from roundwood. The value also accrues, as shown above in this report, by offsetting the export of heating oil money and creating new commerce from that increased disposable income. There is also value gained because wood pellet fuel costs less per BTU than heating oil. The charts below show the price.

---

\(^{17}\) It is interesting to note that exchange rate movements that help the pulp and paper export sector harm Maine’s homeowners that use heating oil. A weaker dollar makes our exports cheaper for foreign nations to purchase and supports pulp and paper exports. But a weaker dollar also makes crude oil, all other factors held constant, more expensive which increases the cost of home heating oil.

\(^{18}\) Data from RISI, [www.risiinfo.com](http://www.risiinfo.com), 2009.
comparison of buying one million BTUs from different fuels as well as the comparable price of the fuels in terms of tons of wood pellet fuel\(^\text{19}\).
Only natural gas is lower cost but, as was shown earlier in this report, very few Mainers have access to natural gas.

There is also a natural price ceiling on wood pellet fuel. That ceiling is due to an inherent limitation on wood prices in Maine. If wood costs were to rise above about $70/ton (equivalent to about $310/ton wood pellets or $20.00 per million BTU – which is less than current heating oil prices), then some pulp mills would have to close as their pulp prices would no longer be competitive; and some of the millions of tons per year they demand would become excess supply thereby holding prices down. In other words, the cost of wood for manufacturing pellets will never exceed the breakeven cost of wood for pulp mills unless pellet mills demand more than 6.5 million tons per year20.

But going head to head with pulp and paper for wood supply does not have to happen to make the wood pellet sector a viable and significant supplier of fuel from the Maine forests. Both sectors can coexist.

Maine already has the pellet making capacity to manufacture about 300,000 tons per year of wood pellets (those mills demand about 600,000 tons per year of wood). The Maine Forest Service has publicly stated that there are an additional 5.86 million tons per year of wood that could be sustainably harvested in Maine21. That would be enough without impacting the pulpwood market to produce almost 3 million tons per year of refined pellet fuel. That would be enough to fuel 375,000 Maine homes (83% of Maine’s homes that use heating oil).

Pursuing the development of a wood derived fuel infrastructure in Maine22 will not only sustain and possibly grow the forest products sector, but it will also bring very significant positive economic benefits. The net value added from wood pellet manufacturing varies depending on the price differential between heating oil and pellet fuel. The savings on heating costs are part of the positive economic advantage. But the significant part of the advantage comes from keeping all that money spent on fuel in the state.

On a ton per ton basis of raw (green) wood the value added of manufacturing pellet fuel is shown below (assuming a per ton price for pellet fuel of $25023).

---

20 The most recent data on total pulpwood demand in Maine, Maine Forest Service.
22 That infrastructure would encompass the entire supply chain from landowners, to loggers, to truckers, to chippers, to pellet makers, to the companies that deliver bulk pellets in delivery trucks very similar to the oil trucks that currently deliver heating oil to Maine’s homes.
23 Estimated by FutureMetrics. The analysis does not include any job multiplier effects for either industry.
By way of comparison, the value added from pulp and paper manufacturing in Maine was estimated at $1.8 billion dollars in 2006\textsuperscript{24}. The pulp and paper sector processed approximately 8.49 million tons of green wood that year\textsuperscript{25} to generate the $1.8 billion in value added. That works out to a value added of about $212/ton of green wood. The actual value added per ton will vary over time with the prices of wood, pulp, and paper (and other costs).

At current delivered wood pellet prices (about $250/ton) and heating oil prices (about $3.07/gallon), making pulp and paper has a higher value added ($212/ton for pulp and paper versus about $205/ton for pellet fuel). But if heating oil prices rise to $4.50/gallon in the winter of 2012-2013, then the net benefit to the state of Maine from converting a ton of wood to refined pellet fuel is greater by more than $135 than the value added from making a ton of wood into pulp and paper. But one does not have to supplant the other. Maine has the potential to do both.

The potential advantages of harnessing the region’s woody biomass fuel potential for heating homes and businesses are many; but job creation tops the list. Tens of thousands of jobs will be created by making the fuel locally, using cheaper fuel, and by eliminating the heating oil “tax” and thereby not permanently sending a billion dollars away every year (which Maine will do when heating oil hits $4.19/gallon).

This first table below shows the direct, indirect, and induced jobs that would be created or sustained\textsuperscript{26} in the wood derived fuel supply chain if 75% of Maine’s homes were converted from heating oil boilers to modern

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Heating Oil Prices per Gallon & Value Added per Ton \hline
$2.80 & $180.47 \textcolor{red}{\textsuperscript{a}} \\
$2.90 & $189.70 \\
$3.00 & $198.93 \\
$3.10 & $208.16 \\
$3.20 & $217.38 \\
$3.30 & $226.61 \\
$3.40 & $235.84 \\
$3.50 & $245.07 \\
$3.60 & $254.30 \\
$3.70 & $263.53 \\
$3.80 & $272.76 \\
$3.90 & $281.99 \\
$4.00 & $291.22 \\
$4.10 & $300.45 \\
$4.20 & $309.67 \\
$4.30 & $318.90 \\
$4.40 & $328.13 \\
$4.50 & $337.36 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{24} From “The Economic Importance and Wood Flows from Maine’s Forests, 2007”, North East State Foresters Association; with the original data from the US Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2006. \textsuperscript{25} Maine Forest Service data. 
\textsuperscript{26} “Created or sustained,” refers to the fact that some forest projects jobs that may be lost to a declining demand in the traditional sectors would be saved. Also, some of the heating oil delivery jobs that bring heating oil to homes would transfer to delivery jobs for filling pellet fuel storage tanks.
European style wood pellet boilers. In Maine, almost 17,000 jobs would be created or sustained. In the region, about 840 million dollars in annual income would be permanently created or sustained.

The next table shows how the saving generated by a lower cost heating fuel would circulate in the local economies. The commerce created from the extra disposable income would generate jobs. In Maine, if heating oil were $4.50/gallon and wood pellet fuel were $250/ton, almost 23,950 jobs could be created from the $574 million dollars that Mainers would not spend on heating their homes. Over the region, more than 46,000 jobs would be created.

The final part of the job creation equation is due to the facts that have already been discussed in this paper: 78% of every dollar spent on heating oil leaves our region forever. Not spending $4.50/gallon on heating oil will keep more than a billion dollars a year in the Maine economy and create more than 62,000 jobs.

The net effect is to create or sustain 79,000 jobs in Maine and almost 147,000 jobs in the three states most addicted to heating oil.

27 Note that the fuel cost savings are not double counted.
Conclusion

We are facing a crisis in our region due to our addiction to heating oil. We saw a preview of this crisis in 2008 but, as with most addictions, the past pain is quickly forgotten and denial takes over.

This paper, hopefully, will help everyone including our policymakers see the serious risk that our states face because of our unique and profound dependence on a product that is made thousands of miles away from raw materials mostly imported from unstable areas of the world.

That risk is compounded by the growth in global demand for liquid transportation fuels made from crude oil. Gasoline, diesel fuel, and jet fuel all come from the same starting point. As China, India, and Brazil (the growth leaders in the developing world) build roads and therefore trucks and cars, their growth in demand will put continuous pressure on supply and prices.

If we continue with business as usual, we will get what we got in 2008. That year saw the creation of the Governor’s Wood-to-Energy Task Force in response to the crisis our citizen’s faced with heating oil rising through the $3.00/gallon range reaching almost $4.50/gallon. After the crisis passed, the report that the task force created found a place to gather dust rather than become a roadmap to undoing business as usual.

The benefits of converting a significant number of homes off of heating oil are significant. The risks to our economy if we do not convert are also significant. Can we afford to sit on our hands and hope that oil prices do not rise? Inaction can only be a product of denial. Prices will rise. They may not rise next year but the consequences of inaction would suggest that a proactive strategy would be wise. That is what they have done in Europe. We need a clear and well-crafted home heating energy policy for Maine and the other states that face the same vulnerability.

Somehow, we have to change our job destroying heating oil habits.

We have to change soon or we will face a crisis that will reach into every corner of our society.
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